The False Narrative on the Ohio Budget
July 14, 2016
A quick word on this Columbus Dispatch story from July 7, 2016. The thrust of the story is that
lower spending allowed Ohio to meet budget numbers despite revenues being down about
$250 million. The story is just plain wrong. State spending is up. It is only because revenues and
federal funds have kept ahead of the spending that Ohio’s budget hasn’t produced deficits.
First, the revenue trends are not good going forward. In the latest monthly financial report
from Governor John Kasich’s Office of Budget and Management, the fiscal year-end figures
show trouble ahead. In comparison to 2015, the two largest sources of tax revenues either fell
substantially or came in just ahead of inflation. Specifically, personal income tax revenue
generated $707 million less in 2016 than in 2015, which is an 8.3% drop (despite an increase in
receipts federally due to more people working). Sales and Use tax revenue came in $387 million
above the 2015 total, which is a meager 3.9% increase.
For fiscal year 2016, total tax receipts only increased by 1.9%, with federal funds for expanded
Medicaid stepping in to fill the tax revenue gap. In fact, 2016 is the first Kasich budget in which
federal funds generated more revenue for Ohio than any other tax revenue category. Ohio
received $11.65 billion in federal funds compared to $10.35 billion in sales and use tax revenue.
Other than in fiscal year 2011 (Governor Ted Strickland’s last federal bailout budget), sales and
use taxes haven’t ever represented a smaller amount of revenues than federal funds in the
state budget.
Federal funds now represent 34% of the revenues funding state government. Never before has
Ohio been more dependent upon the federal government for balancing its state budget than
today. As a gentle reminder, the federal government is perpetually in deficit spending mode
and fiscally headed toward bankruptcy. The federal largesse will come to an end at some point.
In addition to a slowdown in tax revenue coming in, as earlier reported, the state tax on
Medicaid is going away. This one-two punch on the revenue side will present a growing
problem to Governor Kasich and the Republican-controlled Ohio General Assembly who have
failed to actually cut spending at any point and have overseen a fairly weak job market in Ohio,
with private sector job growth only up 9.7% since January 2011. Ohio’s private sector job
growth is the 25th best (i.e., smack dab in the middle or mediocre) over the last 5.5 years. Ohio
still needs nearly 240,000 private sector jobs to match the peak employment in March 2000.

This stark future exists without a possible recession hitting.
The second key point is that this story shamefully continues the false narrative that politicians
are being good fiscal stewards when spending comes in below ESTIMATES made a year or two
earlier. Think about it for a minute. Any politicians worth his salt would estimate spending
higher than he really thinks, as it inevitably leads to these types of stories. The reality is that
spending from 2015 to 2016 is up 9.5% as of fiscal year close on June 30, 2016. When spending
comes in below an estimate, but above the previous year, it is called a “DC spending cut,” as it
isn’t a cut at all.
See the picture below for details on spending in 2015 as compared to the same point in 2016 –
this image comes from Governor Kasich's budget office. Note: spending is up in 2016 from 2015
by nearly $3 billion – $2,987,421,000 to be exact. What exactly is fiscally responsible about
increasing spending by 9.5% in just one year, especially when non-federal fund tax revenues
only grew by 1.9%?

Finally, the story gives the Kasich Administration credit for beating its own ESTIMATE due to
reduced spending in Medicaid. Again, look at the picture above – notice the line on Medicaid
spending. It shows that Medicaid spending is UP by 14.3% from 2015 to 2016, or increased by
$2.1 billion. Heck, look at every line item -- not one non-tax category shows that spending in
2016 is lower than spending in 2015. To make matters worse, Ohioans will start getting hit with
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the bill for the Obamacare expanded Medicaid population in January 2017, which at over
677,000 is nearly three times greater than Governor Kasich said it would be.
None of this information is news. After all, we detailed the likelihood of this outcome back in
February 2015 in When the Lines Cross Part II: Ohio Still Headed for Big Deficits. Luckily for
Ohio, our estimate on spending was high by $851 million and our estimate on revenues was low
by $1.4 billion. Given the above, we fully expect our prediction of deficits in the near future to
materialize by 2018.
Here is an example of what could happen as early as 2017:
Spending increases by 3%
Revenue increases by 2.62% less
5% of increase in federal funding
between 2015 and 2016*

= $35,482,363,000

= $34,702,304,000
($780,059,000)

An $800 million deficit would swallow nearly 40% of the rainy day fund. If revenues decline due
to an additional slowdown or a recession occurs and/or spending comes in closer to the 9.5%
increase this year, these figures will be much worse.
At the end of the day, the Establishment and the media can't figure out why they are held in
such low esteem by Main Street America. Misleading stories like this one that allow politicians
to get credit for grossly misleading "successes" are why, as I wrote in 2012, taxpayers don't
stand a chance no matter who wins.
Let’s hope the Ohio General Assembly finally makes some tough choices in the next budget by
actually reducing state spending.

*The 2.62% figure represents the average increase in revenues since 2000. The 5% figure represents a rough
estimate of the amount Ohioans will have to pay in 2017 towards Governor Kasich’s expansion of Medicaid under
Obamacare. The actual amount likely will be higher.
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